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·LOBO photo by Charlie Gercis

\The ASUNM Sena;e Worked on the homecoming appropriations bill before Sen.
Martinez's walk-out which halted final11ction on the bill.
·

For Fire Hazards, Remodeling-

Rud~

...

BY ROBERT R. LEE
LOBO STAFF WRITER
Wednesday's ASUMN Senate
me~ting ended abruptly when Sen.
Rudy Martinez walked out of· the
meeting, leaving the Senate without
quorum, in order to prevent pa&sage of an amended homecoming
.appropriations bill.
,
When Martinez walked out, the
senate was preparing to pass an
appropriations .bill for the Student
Homecoming Committee. In.
Finance Committee, of which
Martinez is a memb<:r, the appropriation· had been· cut from
$1,261.50 to $511.50. The senate was

preparing to pass a reamended (on
the floor) version of the bill, restoring $350 to the appropriation 1 when
the meeting was called for lack of
quorum.
After the meeting Martinez said,
"Those
cuts
were passed
unanimously by the Finance
Committee. Seeing the money situation as it is, and. since some of my
constituents have approached me
saying that homecoming doesn't
really mean that much to them, I
couldn't let that bill' pass."

Campus COnstruction Planned
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BY RACHEl,. DIXON
LOBOStaffWrUer
detection system to work; and the
University Architect Van Dorn remodeling of the old pharmacy
Hooker said four construction pro-· building. The ..state. heal.th. lapjects are scheduled to begin at the . oratory remodelmg wall begm m the
University, three of them to begin spring, Ho~ker sa.i~.
.
in the next six weeks and the fourth
The proJects wall be funded wath
to begin in the spring. .
$580,000, from the $17 Qlillion state
;·The three projects to begin. in the constructio..n. bond,. issue. The
next six weeks are: correction of l]niversity was allotted $6,900,300
fir~ code standatds irtseveral UNM to be· distributed over a five-year
buildings; th~ replacement of the period, said . Howard· McLe~n,
_lighting .system in central' Ziinmer-· -· U~M .general arid. constructton
man. Library to allow· the· book accpuntant.

Corrections of the fire code
standards will· include installing
automatic fire-alar~ systems and
emergency lighting for the dormitories, assembly rooms and several
older UNM buildings, Hooker said.
The · lighting in the· centt:a.J
Zimmerman Library will be
replaced because the present lighting interferes with the. book detection system. The interference cannot be ·corrected with an): _filters,
Hooker .said.
·
·
·

The State Health Laboratory will
be remodeled this springAo house
the' department of sociology. The
department is sharing a building
. with economics department.
The waste system in the old pharmacy building will be .replaced
because acids have corroded theplumbing,
Hooker
said,
Laboratories will also be renovated
in the building, which is under lhe
direction of the l,>iology departn:tent.
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JACKSONVILLE, FLA.
(t:J.PI)-As fuei prices conJinue to
soar and more Florida homeowners
turn to ·fireplaces to ward off the
winter chill, chimn'ey sweeps are
making a comeback.
"A lot of people are. burning
small packs of coal or wood llow· to
cut .down on their fuel bills," Said
Geoffrey Hensh~w, 37; a native·of
Manchester, England, and a •
chimney sweep for the past 15
~a~.

The charge for cleaning a
chimney-· ·can run
up to
$'50~'idepel1ding~on the size and
· type of chimney,'' Henshaw said. It
.can take from one til three hours.
.·. · Instead of boosting· a srnail boy
. W,ith a brush'up the chimney from
'below---the practice ·in the old
days--Hensaw uses a heavy brUsh
cequiped with attachable. extension
·rods.
.
·if

:~

·. Besides the distinctive tools ofhis
Wide, the be~rded Henshaw usually
is. dressed in one of the. symbols of·
his job-a top hat, It adds a bit, of
color to the jol'l,'' he said.· • ·

When the 1:iill was introduced on
the floor, Homecoming Committee
Chairperson Carol Pavleich called
these changes "drastic," and added
that there is "too much alumni ·
backing" as coptpared to "student
input" for homecoming she said
this situation "gives the alumni
more say'' in homecoming.
Pavletich said further that she
would like to see at least $100
appropriated for bands on the mall,
because ''this (kind of event) would
attract the interest of more
students" than·would certain other
homecoming events.
After some discussion, Sen. Phjl
Hernandez ·moved to restore the
$300 for prize money and to give
the committee $100 for bands .
When it became apparent that the "
motion would pass, Martinez left
the meeting before the vote could
be official1y announced.
Martinez said after the meeting
that the Homecoming Committee
could approach PEC for live music
on the mall, and added that he
didn't see the reasoning behind
$300 for prizes."
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These line items on the Homecoming appropriation bill were
changed by the Finance Committee:
-Ballr:oom rental, $15, deleted. ·
-Computer
(to
count
Homecoming Queen election
votes), $13-5 deleted.
-.13ands (to play 011 the mall),
·
$250, deleted.
. -Tee shirt promotion, $100,
deleted.·
-Prize money (for entertainment night), $300, cut to $50 and
changed to read "for trophies.''

.

''And now they're building new
houses with chimneys, giving
people an option to heat . their
· homes with oil or use the
fireplace;" he said.
"Of, course, there are not as
many 'homes with chimneys . in
Florida as there are'up north. But
even here more people are building
chimneys in their h.omC:s or using
previously unused chim~eys.''.
Henshaw, who work'S for a
Jacksonville Beach home cleaning
.firm, learned the chimney 'SWeep's
trade from · his great uncle in
England.
}
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UNM. Press Publishes
Books of Regional Favor
ByPAULSCHE_RR
LOBO Staff Writer
Tucked away on the second floorofthe journalism building. is a spacious suite of clean, brighf' offices
which house the UNM Press. The
atmosphere inside is quiet,. efficient, and businesslike. The UNM
Press is a business, a publishing
. company, and though the 30 books
published per year by the pre~s
might be pale in volume to t~e btg
houses in New York, the quahty of
its products and the market it serves
are·equally as viable.
Think of it this way: 11 The Joy of
Sex" may sella million copies, but

. "We publish books which have
what large publisher WOI,lld print
"A Guide to New Mexico great regional appeal,but wouldn't
Mountains''?
sell outside New Mexico," she said,
"The University press network mentioning "A Guide To New
grew up as an ansWer to the big 'Mexico Mountains" as a good
houses,"· said Hugh Treadwell, example. Another, HSeve.n Families
director of the UNM Press since in Pueblo Pottery," put together by
May, 1973, and a former editor of the MaxwelL Museum of AnthroKnopf-Random House's college pology, is one of the press's best
dept. "We make available material sellers. Of the 10,000 copies in
that' simply could not be made spring, 7,500 have. been sold •...
Opening a copy of Publishers
availab.le otherwise.'' .
That material is . described .as Weekly to the current best-seller
"scholarly" by Lois Bursack, ad- list, Bursack runs her finger tindervertising manager: "We serve your neath the figures for the number of
academically respectable markets,''
Icont. on page 31
she said.

In other business; the senate
heard from Tom Goodgame,
TIIections ~omniission chai'rperson.
Goodgame ·said the run-off
election scheduled for Wednesday
will be run under essentially. the
sarne regulations as the spring
election. Goodgame also said there
will be a meeting for anyone in- ·
terested in being a poll-worker
Monday at 7 p.m. in room 250-D of
theNewMexicoUnion.
•
.
..
. . .
The senate also confirmed these
·persons as committee members:

Nancy
Howell,
Popular
Entertainment; Michael VigH,
Intramural and Recreation Board;
Thomas Hysom, General Honors
Count:il; Ann Fiorelli, Curricula
Committee; George Allen, Student
Standards <tJid Grievance Committee; and Timothy ·Francis,
Campus Planning Committee.
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·Bert Rebuts C_harges

"My conscience is clear," lle said proof that he did not withhold
~ WASHINGTON (UPI)-Calling in a forceful and sometimes angry information on his financial deal2 for a ''people l(erdict." Bert Lance 90 minute statement to the Senate ings from the Senate during his .
.3 took the offensive agilinst his critics Governmental Affairs· committee. nomination hearings in January.
Lance said that seven days prior
~Thursday, .charging that members
In response to one' of the most
to
his confirmation he told Senate
~ of ihe Senate and. th~ medi~ h~ve potentially damaging charges. he
investigators
about his bank over0 smearel:) his reputation With mfaced. Lance said he has ample
drafts, the large loans he got from
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~;;~, several banks, problerifs his
Calhoun, GA., bank had faced, and
that the Justice Department looked
into financing of his 1974 campaign
for governor of Georgia.
When Lance was done, President
Carter told reporters he is "keeping
an open mind" on the future of his
old friend and Budget Director.
Carter said he probably will
7303 Montgomery
make
a decision when the comIn the Execut lve
North Apartments
mittee completes its hearings.
298-7624
Lance gave no ditect indication
of whether he will resign in his 49page statement, _but made a
detailed, point by point rebuttal of
the major charges against him:
bank overdrafts, questionable ~ank
loans, improper use of political
clout and hiding his financial problems from the Senate prior to his
nomination as Budget Director.
"I did not ask for this fight," he
told a packed hearing held in the
Senate's largest committee room to
accomodate the crowd. "But now
that I am in it, I am fighting not
only for myself, but also for our
system."
Committee members questioned
him for 2YI hours afterward, but
much of the time was devoted to
political squabbling and recesses.
Panel Chairman Abraham
Ribicoff, D:Conn., turned immediately to the issue of overdrafts,
noting inconsistency in Lance's
story and information gathered by

~
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By United· Press International

1200 Blacks Jailed ·
JOHANNESBURG South Africa-Police · backed by ·dogs
Thursday arrested mo;ethan I ,200 Black students holding a memorial
service for a black leader who died in jail.
But a whites-only rally at Cape Town Unive~sity ~e!lt ahe.ad as
scheduled and a white editor told mourners Pohce Mm1ster J 1m my
Kruger must "bear the ultimate responsibility" for the death of Steve
Biko.
.
M
" ·
Biko, 30, founder of the "Black Consc;iousness ove~ent m
South Africa, was found dead in a jail cell Monday after .an e1gh~-~ay
hunger stri!<e. He was the 20th black to die in police custody m 18
months.
C . f "d h
Maj. Gen. David Kriel, South Africa's Riot Control h~e , sa1 ~ e
arrested students were detained and qu~stioned at vanous pollee
stations in the area and that some might be released.

Electoral College Near Death
WASHINGTON-The Senate Judiciary Committee Thrusday
brushed aside conservative efforts to preserve the "winner take all"
electoral vote system and narrowly approved a proposal to elect the
President by direct popular' vote .
On a 9-8 vote, the committee sent the proposed constitutional
amendment to the Senate floor for consideration. •
Although the measure is endorsed by the Carter Administration, it
faces a tough fight in the Senatr. when it comes up for debate early
next year.

PLO Unrecognized by Israel
BRUSSELS, Belgium-Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, en
route to showdown talks with President Carter, issued a sharp warning Thursday that the United Stattes and Israel "do not agree with
each other" on Palestinians joining any peace talks.
Dayan who met with Israeli ambassadors in Europe during a 24hour sto~over in the Belgian capital, flatly rejected any separate
Palestinian representation at renewed peace talks in Geneva.

~hpalc3ihfuic Heads to Cholera
Choiera spread further through- ·olslands riear the International !Jate
ounhe Middle East Thursday and Line and could endanger the u;.s.
an outbreak of the disease has Island of Guam unless contained.
The Microneasia News Service
claimed 12 lives in the Gilbert
reported from Agana, Guam that
82 confirmed cases of cholera had
been reported in the Gilbert Islands
New Mexico
and that the small Pacific archiDAILY LOBO
pelago near the Marshall Islands
had
been placed under quarantine.
Vol. 82
No. 19
381400
The report said 12 persons had
died of the dread disease and that
all persons now on the islands had
been forbidden to leave without
medical clearance.

Moslem pilgrimage .sea sop.. .to
Mecca.
,
The new cases brought the total
in Jordan to 314 and in Lebanon to
20. However, these figures were
dwarfed by the crisis facing Syria
where' at least 68 have died and
more than 2,100 others have been
stricken by th_e disease.
Syria has given no official
casualty report for the past two
days. Latest figures said 68 persons
had died of cholera in Syria since
the disease appeared last month.
Jordan closed five movie theaters
in Amman for violations of public
hygiene regulations introduced to
fight the disease. The government
also imposed a quarantine of three
days for all travelers arriving from
orher infected areas.
Pilgrims expected to pass
through Jordan en route to Mecca
have bee11 banned by government
order from entering J ordianian
cities and villages.

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

United Campus Ministry

•

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!
2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED ~HICKEN
POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE
WITH THIS COUPON

REDEEM .1.\T 1830 LOMAS. AT YALE

Expires September 30, 1977

6:30p.m. Fridays: Singing Group ·
7:30 p.m. Fridays: R & R
Rest, Recreation and Sharing Fun
9:15a.m. Sundays:
College Sunday School Class
USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT1830LOMASATVALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:

5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO
HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
_. 11:00AMT011:00PM
FRI. &SAT.

.

.

Central United Methodist Church
One block west of UNM-215 PineNE

5:30 p.m. Sundays: Meal
6:15p.m. Sundays: Power Group
Discussions, Sharing, Recreation

Personal Counseling Always Available
At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE, 9.47-0497
One block North of Scholes Hall
Positive, Joyful, and Christian
Sponsored by the Disciples of Christ, the United Church
of Chri.~t, the United Methodist Church, and the United
Presbyterian Church in the USA.

'
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UNM Press

(cont. from.pagf! 1)

'

'

Interest Sparks
Firewood -Guide

· copies each hook has in print. "A·
mass market best seller usually has
'at least 100,000 hardcover copies in
.,·print for fiction, and 50,000 hardcover for non-fiction," she said.
"A major publishing company
could not publish the kind of
material we do and make it worth- '•
while."
·
·
Because many large publishers
often lose money on a ·particular
book; the rights to publication are
sold. Many books in the UNM
Press line . have been acquired
through these sales. All books in
the Zia series, · for instance, are
reprints of previously published
fiction, including "Fire On the
Mountain" by Edward Abbey (first
published in 1962) and "The
· Mountain Lion" by Jean Stafford
(1947).
Managing Editor Carl Mora
breaks down the books published
by the UNM Press into four general
categories:
regional;
LatinAmerican studies: new world
anthropology ("Anthropologists
are fanatical book buyers,"
Bursack said) and literary works .
· Mora said the reason Indians are
not included on the list, even
though they are a primary source of
subject matter, is because books in
that area are so easily cross indexed
with the others.

cations and fulfilling the need for
them, "It is. no boast to say we are
highly regarded;" he said, "I think
·we have solidified both our national
and international reputations. The
UNM Press is one of the oldest and
strongest in the western half of the
country."
Internationally, the press has
translations in press for· German,
Japanese, Czechoslovakian and
Argentinanian publishers, and was
recently visited by representativ'es:
of Paris and London publishing
houses interested in the operation.
Books are available for S<\le at the
UNM Press office. Stud~nts receive
a ten per cent discount.

, DJ?rv ""n
HAYAY SHALOM

Reaor.ded Message
Phone 296-8568

A new co.nsumer guideboo!<,
"Heatil)g With Firewood," was
introduced Thursday at an open
)louse held by the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
(PIRG).
.- .,
Turnout wa~ light for the event
which Director Betsey Remage. Healey said was held as an opportunity for people to become
acquainted with the staff ;md the .
organization's activities, and to
exchange ideas about areas of
possible research.
· "We are trying to encourage
response to PIRG," Remage-Healy
said. The few people who did at-"
tend the event expressed interest in
child-care, ·
mariJUana
decriminalization and grand jury
procedures,
The woo·d burning guidebook
contains a comparison of heating
fuel costs (wood, gas, oil, electricity) a formula for computing the
effective costs of each and information on buying and cutting
wood, woodstoves and fireplaces.

Although the UNM Press sells
about one•hatr million dollars
worth of books a year, the business
is dependent ori a "modest s~b
sidy," director Tread~ell sa1d.
"Over the past five years 1t averages
out to $50,000 a year."
Asked why the press does not, or
could not, make a profit, Treadwell
said, "The nature of the 60 or 7~
university presses i~ . not competitive. For the last fiscal year, ~6.2
per cent of books sold were t~ New ·
Mexico acCO!lnts, So we are nghtly
acting in the interests of the
University and our area. I don't
know of three or·i'our operations
that do show a profit."
.
What is important, Treadwell
said, is the caliber of the publi-

Covered
WV'ago.n
Malcero of Hand Mad•
Indian Jewelry

COPIES
Overnight
3If2cea

a fireplace is the single most
,inefficient method of heating still in
use today, losing 90 per cent of its
heat up the chimney, Effective use
of a woodstove, however, is
cheaper than electricity or oil, the
guidebooks says, and may soon be
cheaper than natural gas.

4"sameday
No Minimum

.KINKO'S
2312 Cen.t ..SE 268-8515
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According to the new !JUidebook,

FOR GUYS AND GALS

The catagory of literary criticism
applies to the Zia series of fiction
and to literary criticism, such as
"B. Traven, An Introduction" and
Besse Companion." The criteria
for their publication, Bursack said,
are "if the people who teach literature find it useful, and a significant
contribution to the course.''
Some books are published simply
· llecl!llse·'they are good books. But
most books that go to press are
aimed at fulfilling a particular
need, perferable in the marketplace. In the case of the "Hesse
Companion," the book has good
sales potential to teachers of
German, literature, and best of all,
teachers of German literature-in
the original German, because the
book includes translations of words
an·d phrases not found in most
German dictionaries.
Since the UNM Press does not
publish primacy textbooks (those
widely in use and generally
recognized as definitive), any book
used in a classroom would be a
supplemental text. One book, however, "The Canadian Frontier
1534-1760," part of the' Histories of
the American Frqntier series, is
used as a primary textbopk in
Canada.
The book is selling well, Bursack
says. "It's the only book, as fa~ as
we know, written about that penod
of the Canadian west."
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·Fighting Editors

~

by Tim Gallagher
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I don't know how many of you saw the ABC six-segment mini-series
"Washington: Behind Closed Doors," but I did and I thought it was
pretty well don(). Television rating games. being what they are, it's nice
to watch something for a few hours that doesn't insult your intelligence.
But there was a character in the series who, quite natually, emerged
as.somewhat of a hero in the "All The President's Men" mold, and that
was the Washington Post reporter Joe Wrablonsky. He was the toughguy reporter who always knew wh'<!t questions to ask and always got
the two-sentence replies that were to the point. He also always got the
story, even if he did have to get it over a'few drinks.
BEING A NOVICE in this business, l.began to judge myself- Why
wasn't I as sharp as old Joe Wrablonsky? How come I stumbled over
my questions in interviews? Why wasn't I as smooth an interviewer?
And then I began to realize that it's easy to be a reporter in a script. You .
just write in the questions and they write in the answers. There are no
Joe Wrablonskys.
But after struggling with that for a while, I realized that many of those
people watching that show might believe that reporters like Wrablonsky
really do exist. If Dustin Hoffman and Robert Redford could bring down
Nixon over 3,000 cups of coffee and six dozen meetings with Jason
Robards, why couldn't the public believe we were all supermen? Do
television and the movies. make people believe we always wear corduroy jackets and snoop around at night..
·
SO WHAT I thought I'd do this week is let you know a little about
same real journalists and the stunts they've pulled.
Probably the l]'lost notorious of New Mexico newsRapermen was Cari
McGee, the first editor of the Albuquerque Tribune. Tribune columnist
Howard Bryan recently wrote a column an McGee. McGee was editor
of the Albuquerque Journal around 1920 and edited another paper with
a crusading spirit before taking over the New Mexico State Tribune
which eventually became the present Albuquerque Tribune.
An Oklahoma lawyer, McGee came to New Mexico and took on the
corrupt politicians in the state who had forced five previous editors out
of the state. McGee was influential in the downfall of Albert Beacon
Falls, a major figure in the Teapot Dame Scandal. (That's almost as
catchy as Watergate.)
·
Buy the most notable thing about McGee was the fact that he shot
and killed an innocent bystander during a fist fight with a New Mexico
Supreme Court Justice who had convicted him of libel unjustifiably.
McGee got off on the manslaughter charge and left the state some two
years later.
MOST EDITORS I know don't carry guns with them in these times,
but they might have been smart to do so back in the days of the
Revolutionary War.
In those days, there was no middle ground for newspapers. You were
patriot or you were Tory. Before the young nation had a solid court
system, there were few checks on newspapers which often ran wild
with rumors and false statements.
Benjamin Franklin, one of the most famous editors of his time,
proposed an effective_ check on the irresponsible press. "My proposal
then is," wrote Franklin, "to leave the liberty of the press untouched, to
be exercised in its full extent, force and vigor; but to permit the liberty
of the cudgel [club] to go with it pa.ri passu [equally]."
I'M NOT SURE old Ben would be too revered for that statement by
taday's editors.
Franklin's grandson, Benjamin Franklin Bache, was the editor of a
Pennsylvania paper known as Aurora. He apparently needed grandpa's
advice and one day engaged in a lively street brawl with John Fenno,
editor of the government-backed Gazette of the United States. Fenno
hit Bache in the face, and Franklin's grandson countered with a bop
over the head with his cane.
•
SUCH IS THE history of some early American journalists and, as you
can see, they were nowhere near as neat or full Of sawy as Joe
Wraablonsky.
In parting, I can't resist the story told to me by Jerry McKinney,
assistant city ·editor at The Tribune, as an example of some unWrablonsky-like behavior of a Texas reporter.
·
It seems a man had been killed in an accident and as the reporter
attempted to collect the details from police, the young widow sobbed
loudly. This so unnerved the reporter that he shouted, "Lady, will you
please shut up. I've got a deadline to meet-''
That reporter wasn't around to uncover Watergate.

New Mel< leo Dally LOBO editOrial phone: 277-4102 or 271·4202,
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edl!or·ln·chlef: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn

Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: GeOrge Gesner
Co~y Editors: KorM Panagakos, Daniel Gibson.

· Ad Manager: Frank SalaZar
·
I:DITORIALS: Unsigned edlt6rlars represent a m~jorlty oplnfon of the LOBO edrtorlal
?oard. All_ot~er columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opfni<m of ttle author a11 d do
not ne~essanly retract the view of the editorial board,
·
LETTERS: 'lelters to, lhe editor tnusl be 'typed, and signed wllh the author's name
signature, address, and telephone _number.Letters to the editor should be no longer tha:~
300 word.s although excepflons will be mad~ It the topic warrants sc. Only the name of the
author W1jl be printed and names will not be withheld,
.OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's name signature ad
dress and t~lepho~e number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words: Only Ihe n'arrt;
of authOr Will be pnnted and names will not be Withheld.
All submlssio~s become the property_ of the New Mtn(ito Daily LOBO and will be edited
only for leng_th or possibly libelous Content ff any changes are made, the aulhdrwlll be con.
tacted to discuss changes,

ll
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The Iceman Cometh

TV Punch Missing
by Steve Smith
Another new TV season is upon us. Those of us unfortunate enough
to be burdened with boob tubes will be bombarded by the usual fare of
cop shows and situation comedies.
Along with outright boredom, each new TV season usually brings
somethlng,~lse; the crusade against violence on the small screen.
Almost'*!l~nually a new group of concerned, but misguided citizens
digs up a few juicy quotes from some obscure, third-rate psychologist
that shows how 1V violence corrupts· the moral fibre of this country.
WELL SUPPOSE somebody listened to these 'groups. I know that
it'~ rather unrealistic but suppose same manicured, blow-dried, threepiece-suited TV executive· actually paid attention to one of these
groups. What havoc would this wreak on the dull, humdrum lives of the
av~ra9e TV addict?
Imagine, an evening without Kojak, or Police Story or Hawaii Five-0.
Would America survive if all the wise-cracking, badge-toters were
taken off the air7 What kind of shows would replace them?
My guess is that TV would have to start doing shows about ordinary
people. Non-violent efforts with which every right~thinking American
could identify. Your favorite page in a future TV guide might end up
· ·
looking something like this:
Tuesday-Rpm
4-Sweeping Up with the Joneses-While sweeping up the boss's
office, Rocky finds a $5 bill an the floor_ Should Rocky tell Mr. Whitman or should he keep the money for himself?
7-Greenback Jungle-Heart-rending episode in which Ralph is
forced to repasess a TV set from an aged shut-in. (repeatl
·
11-Fiushing and Blushing-Enjoy the hilarity as Gus's-own sink overflows while he stands in a picket line for the plumbers' union.

8:30
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IN THIS ISSUE: YOUR FREE
SCHLITZ MALT LIQUOR
IRON-ON DECAL
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t:"--CANDIDATES DAY~·'

4-Friday's Girl-Sylvia is reprimanded by Mr. Clark for chewing
gum. Watch as she struggles to kick the habit without slowing her
typing speed.
7- Truck-Driving Man- Thrilling episode in which Sheldon passes
three sport cars and a tobacco chewer while dodging two sets of roadside scales,
:t- ·Up ALBUM Alley-A gorgeous blonde ·leaves her name and
adt!7ess for a special album order. Could this lead to romance for Larry?
13-For Real ~state-Albert has a chance to close the biggest deal of
his career but it means he must lie to his best friend, Mayor Horne. ·
It all sounds deadly dull, doesn't it? As I see it most people. prefer
violence to boredom, so the next time somebody tells you that TV is too
b~oa~y, straighten him out in the good-old, American fashion: punch
hrm rn the mouth. ·

Beatie Madness
Editor:
.
.
,
"The Beatles: Away With Words." It promised to be something like~"
an ultra-technological interpretation, a transcendental experience of
"the girl with kaleidoscope eyes" in 1973, when it was given. the "Big
Promo" in Houston, Tx. Highly calculated and suggestive ads blasting
through the radio waves for days prior to _showings, made it "difficult
for a Beatie fan too ignore."
Technically, three slide projectors were operating simultaneously to
produce three separate views across a large screen. Through the added
use of film projectors still life images were often superimpsed with
motion picture clips. This method of Production was unimpressive and,
unless you had three sets of eyes, hopelessly ineffective.
"Away With Words" expressed no co'nceptual relationship between
past political tides and the Beatles' music.
Stay home and listen to your heritage collection of Beatie -albums,
journey on the stream of your own creative imagery, and retain your
dignity and dollars.
Nancy Stone

by Garry Trudeau
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TAKE A BULL
BY THE HOR"S!
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MALT LIQUOR

YEG,ANO

He's PR0/10
OF HIJR.

I

Nobody makes Malt Liquor
like Schlitz. Nobody!
Sept. 21 10:30
On The Mall

1977 Jos. Schlitz Brewihg Company, Milwaukee, Wis.
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Trooper
Wrecks Rex

"'<'>·

()Q

OVJE

IN AFILMED
CONCERT

coBtltlued ftom p. 6

Frank Ludwig, mainly playing
rhythm on his keyboards, offered a
fine keyboard solo to introduce
"Boys in the Bright White Sports
Car." Doni Underhill. and Tommy
Stew(lrt also provided the best
rhythm_ work of the evening ·as
bassist and drummer, respectively.
Whether it was a boogie encore
or a hard-edged ballad, such as
their single "Long Time," Trooper
marched on in fine style. The
audience wanted a second encore,
but groups with second billing are
not allowed the privilege.
The biggest sign of stage movement came with the Georgia power
rockers Rex, who opened up the
show. Lead vocalist Rex Smith,
admittedly, was the best vocalist of
the night, but detracted from his
performance with constant shouting breaks. The guitar force of Rex
was turned to the peak of its endurance, but the technique could
not keep up with their energy.
Approximately 2500 fans were on
hand to experience one of the
hardest rock concerts Albuquerque
has had this year. But the winner
was Trooper with Mahogany Rush
placing and Rex coming in for the
show.
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By D. M. FLYNN
sionally executed entertainment.
More than 8,500 persons saw
Anacani, a Mexican-born star
Anacani and other local musicians who has spent the last four years
open the 1977 New Mexico State' touring with the Lawrence Welk
Fair's first night Wednesday at Show, delighted the audience with
Tingley Coliseum.
her appealing -smile and tdlling
La noche de Ia herencia hispana, vocal chords.
Sp&nish Heritage Night, started the
The show began about 20
nocturn&l festivities or' the profes- min!ltes late with the arrival of

Specials
Mon.- Fri.
AllJ)rinks

2Forl

~~

~

5-8pm
Shrimp
Cocktail

~

Sl.OO
~

~

This W eeli.:
H. Hopper

~

A PineDriJiking Establishment

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250

Gov. Apo.daca. An original rendilion of the Star Spangled Banner as . performed by the Mariachi Nuevo
Tapatio brought waves of applause.
R..obert Griego with Macho'
Power U.S.A. sta(ted the musical
·portion of the extravaganza, singing 1,1is big hits "Arriba Nuevo
Mexico,"Porfavor no me enganez"
and "Corazon pequeno."
Heraclio Perez, el galan de
Nuevo Mexico, dressed in a snappy
· charro outfit equipped with a pearl
handed revolver, belted out a heartwarming version of'·' Los laureles."
The Ballet de Albuquerque also
performed well but the highlight rif
the evening was Anacani, aka Anna
I. Castillp. Her well-seasoned voice
delighted men and women alike as
she sang t~adi tiona! Mexican, Latin
and American songs.
Not only that but she did a wellexecuted rendition of Streisand's
"The Way We Were" and the
Beatles' "Yesterday."
Since the theme of the show was
the Hispanic heritage of New
Mexico, however, Aanacani's professionalism really emerged in herSpanish numbers.
A fast moving "Cumbachero"
and a Carmen Miranda number,
familiar to those who have witnessed the film "Copacabana"
with Miranda and Groucho Marx,
lit the crowds emotions.
One man, perhaps taken by the
dazzling performance, ran up to
Anacani and requested a kiss from
the star. Security forces, frowning
on such displays of affection,
quickly escorted the individual
from the coliseum.
Other songs she performed,
equally as. well, were "Volver,

'.fhis Weekend
lnThe ·

IIIII

Lo~ated In The Student Union

Building Base111ent

'

Presenting
Friday, Septe111ber 16
The Best In Salsa With The

Saturday. Septe111ber 17
Heavy Rock
~

1811

•

"YESSONGS"
Saturday
.Midnite
all seats
94c

'

-'. : _.

~T··

~
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Ten· Feet
In The Air

··r® .,r·s~"
~;

.).~:_?~~Featuring Earl Monroe.

-J/. -~10£
The New York Nicks
.
.
'

I • •

• ' ',-'.

8rle1n Smith Clncl Doni Underhill ofTrooper

Her exit was equally as dazzling.
Sitting high in the sun roof of a 1977
white
Lincoln . Continental,
Anacani disappeared out the north
exit only to be surrounded by more
than 100 of her admirers seeking
autographs.

.

'I

10-3pm Do.il,y·
Sept. 19- Sept. 23

Concert Photos
by George
Gesner

In mesa Lounge in the
N.E. comer of the
SUB across from Prontos
Sponsored b,Sl
student activities

FREE

Friday and Saturday

Albuquerque
'{.************
* Premier ~
t***********l

Ttoopet Steals Show
ffiatino Recotded Live
in their individuality but in how .•.
tight they played together, _
Although Ra McGuire's vocals
weren't at the top of his potential,
they did have the sense of urgency
needed. Brian Smith dazzled the
audience with his power-style lead
guitar work, but also pulled a few
surprises with some melodious and
crisp guitar riffs.
page 7)

The lmperlCll WlzClrcl of ffiohoge1ny Rush

Dingoes .Rea~h the Sun
"Five

Lobo photo by Geor!}B Gesner

Fre1nk ffie1rlno

Times

the

Sun"/The

comparison to the enormous effect

Dingoes/A&M Records SP-4636
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
The Dingoes is a remarkable
band. For an Australian group, it's
amazing how American they sound.,
They even have a song, "Way
Out West," about moving west,
drilling oil and living off the land.
But their leanings toward American
myths isn't to a fault.
They are a very good group who
owe no small deJ?t to Neil Young,
especially his post Harvest music.
Young has not been well-received
for this later period-that is, until
this year-and his overall influence
hasn't been strong, especially in·

After the Gold Rush and Harvest
had on American music,
But, oddly enough, this
Australian band proves how strong
Young's recent music is. The
Dingoes are not imitating Young by
any means, yet they are definitely
carrying his torch'. And they carry it
well.
Their music is strong with both
their electric and acoustic numbers,
and Broderick Smith's vocals, a Ia
Rod Stewart without the raspiness,
are as intriguing as they are appropriate to the music.
(cont. on page 8)

Fe a turing
A New And Mot•e Vat•ied Jllenu At The

IIU~III

Produced and Directed by Roger Gravef
starring

Ad~nissioll

Pt•ices
Students
(With UNM ID, Plus One Guest)
51.00 Eaelt
Public-52.00 Each

"

MONTY PYTHON:

(The World's Largest Travelling Multi·Media Production

John Cleese, Michael Palin, Graham Chapman, Carol Cleveland, Terry GilUam, Terry Jones

THE BEATLE'S: Away With Words

BEYOND THE FRINGE:

comes to Albuquerque's acoustically perfect KIVA And. for
·(9) nine unforgettable performances Friday, Saturday and
Sunday, Sept. 16th, 17th and 18th. Performances at
8pm & 10pm Friday; 6pm, 8pm, 10pm and mid·
night Saturday; with special Sunday matinees at
4pm and 6pm with final performances at 8pm. Advance
tickets only $4.00 on sale at all Ticket Master locations. All
at the.........
door $4.50.
·
.... tickets
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AnClCClnl, Le1Wrence Welk's ''Spe1nlsh Fle1me"

By GEORGE GESNER
It was a strange universe at the
Civic Auditorium Wednesday night
as Frank Marino and Mahogany
Rush were energized into a loud
and frantic machine fueled by raw
energy.
The trio picked Albuquerque as
one of the stops on the tour to
record their new live album and
they turned \t up and turned it out.
Marino, in a flowing garment,
was backed by bassist Paul Hardwood, dressed in black but not as
awe-inspiring as Darth Vader, and
drummer Jimmy Ayoub 'who was
surrounded by barriers and
protected by a set of headphones.
The star was definitely Marino as
he approached his guitar like a mad
scientist trying out all the formulae
his mind could encompass. But the
combination of loudness and haphazardness soon grew tiresome.
"Strange Universe" and "World
Anthem" proved to be the only
signs that night that Marino might
have been back on the right track.
Those numbers provided visual
stimulation as well as a
recognizable musical directions.
The Canadian band Trooper
proved to be the real stars of the
evening. Contrary to Mahogany
Rush, Trooper's strength did not lie
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Lobo photo by Ror:hal Dixon

volver" with the Mariachi Nuevo
Tapatio "Paloma Blanca," "Eres
tu," and a medley in which she
accompanied heself on the accordion. The medley included·
"Alia en el rancho grande" and
"Spanish Eyes."
'
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Peter Cooke, Jonathan Miller, Alan Benner
and THE

GOODIES

7:00, ~:15 and 11:15
The Union ub) Theatre
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Entertainer of the Yeor Featured

.0

The man who was named·
<Zl "Entertainer of the Year" last year
0 by the Country Music Association
.0
0 (CMA) has been booked to head....l line the All-Star Rodeo at the 1977
r;::; New
Mexico State Fair in
Albuquerque.
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The honor was a well-deserved
one for Mel Tillis, who has been a
top name in country music for
almost two decades.
'
Tillis will· star at the Tingley•
Coliseum rodeo Sunday through
Tuesday, Sept. 18, 19 and 20.
Tillis, 45, is best known for
writing such hit, songs as "Rubyb'
and "Detroit City." "Detroit
City" was a gold record for Bobby
Bare and has been waxed by dozens
of show business stars, including
Tom Jones and Dean Martin.
"Ruby" was a million seller record

Studying is Yours
CoolQng js Ours

:

i

for Kenny Rogers and the First
Edition.
Over the years, Tillis has written
more than 500 songs, and while
songwriting was his entry into the
business, he has developed into a
top-notch all-around entertainer
and recording artist on his own.
Hence, the CMA honor which was
bestowed on him last.year.
Born in rural Florida, Tillis grew
up liste1;1ing to country music and
before he was a teenager he'd
written several songs on his own.
He headed for Nashville as soon as
he was of age, and started passing
out his compositions. It took very
little time for him to be recognized
as a songwriter and Columbia
signed him to a recording contract.

·'
If you think eating at
The College Inn is the same
old institutional stuff . . .

Try Us!!
Free dinner to interested UNM
students. Call 243~2881 for a
dinner reservation.

mel Tillis

CBS RQdio
CBS
Radio
at
50-An
Autobiography in Sound, anchored
by CBS News Correspondent
Walter Cronkite, will be aired,
locally, this Sunday from 9 p.m. to
midnight on KRZY Radio. The
show commemorates the network's
50th anniversary.

Offer limited and may be
withdrawn at any time.

The

College
100

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

Amazing
Stage Effects.

FREE
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Jarreau's Pot of Gold
'"Look to the Rainbow "IAI Jarreau/ Warner Bros. 2BZ 3052
By JANE QUESNEL
There is nothing harder to review than a singer who cuts a double album
with only twelve numbers, never singing two songs in the same manner or
style. Such a singer is AI Jarreau.
Remember those ollt Peter Paul candy ads, "indescribably delicious?"
That's Jarreau and his music.
,
The problem with Jarreau is he doesn't sing. The key word here is versatility. He uses his voice as a multi-dimensional instrumental ensemble
which includes: a driving percussion section with every rhythm instrument
avaUable; a fast fingered bass player; a bluesy saxophonist; a section of
wailing trumpeters; a twanging Jew's harp; a slew of vocalists ranging
from the hushed, mellow sounds of Johnny Mathis, to the loud and
raucous never-stopping-for-breath scat vocals of Mel Torme; both high
and low synthesizer sounds you would swear could not be humanly
reproduced.
What a recording studio does with 42 tracks and ten studio musicians AI
Jarreau does on stage with his voice, and it is exactly when his voice takes
on·that instrumental quality that the crowds go wild.
Opening with an impromptu warmup on the word Berlin, Jarreau swings
into his own "Letter Perfect." The following cut, Leon Russell's
"Rainbow in Your Eyes," amply displays Tom Canning's keyboard dexterity. Another fine cut where instrumental interplay is excellent is "One
Good Turn" in which piano and vibes move together beautifully.
Jarreau duets with Canning on his gospel number "Could you
Believe."The only hint of real gospel on the album, except for a few
minutes in the Leon Russell cut, it quickly disintegrates into the inevitable
melange of styles and jazz rhythms that characterize Jareeau's work.
The best cuts are Paul Desmond's "Take Five," and "Better Than Anything." The old Brubeck hit now takes on a reggae feeling with Jarreau's
version, and is none the worse for the wear. The phrase "Better than anything" is a fast triplet which glides off his tongue like hot butter.
Other good cuts are "You Don't See Me," in which Jarreau goes into a
fast scat midway through, and "Burst in With the Dawn" in which he
shows much influence from the jazz vocals of Torme, despite the mellow .
·
jazz backup provided by the vibes.
Never conventional, Jarreau's style cannot be categorized in any way,
shape, or form. Complex and diverse, this is a prime example of the music
of the man being the man himself.

.

Jogger [?en.ies Rumor
LONDON' (liP I)-Roiling Stone
Jagger also emphaticlly denied
Mick Jagger-whose name was that his marriage to his wife,
once linked romantically with Bianca, was about to break up.
Margaret Trudeau, wife of
"People don't like it if you stay
Canadian Prine Minister Pierre together. They prefer it if you're
Trudeau-said Wednesday he · fighting," he said.
"wouldn't go near her with a barge
"We get on very well and have
pole."
been living together for seven years. , . '
Jagger also said in an interview I don't think that's bad. But the
with the London newspaper The stories that get put around get more
Evening Standard, "I think she was and more bizarre," he said.
just a very sick girl in search of
Asked 1f rock stars can move
something."
Jagger said it "would have been towards middle age "with any kind
difficult to kick her out" of the of dignity," Jagger answered, "I
Rolling Stone night club appear- should think not, judging from
ance last March that touched off Elvis.
rumors of a Jagger-Trudeau liason.
"No, rock and roll music is for
"She had six security men with
adolescents.
It's adolescent music.
two guns each. No thank you. She
I think the whole
It's
a
dead
end.
was a very determined young
lady ... er .. older woman," he history of rock and roll has proved
that."
said.
Gossip columnists were quick to
note that Mrs. Trudeau had at·
tended the Stones' night club
appearance in Toronto on her
5-without
anniversary-March
her husband.
Mrs. Trudeau, the 28-year-old
The words to their original songs
mother of three young • sons,
do
not come anywhere close to Neil
separated from her husband last
Young's
sophistication or artistry,
spring. However, she still spends
but
their
total sound can not be
time with him and the children in
denied.
The
coarse fabric of their
Ottawa although they don't live
sound
is
persuasive.
together.
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By PETER MADRID
ou a 6\1-yard bomb in the third ·with the ball and be effective as Sloan is taking the game very Lubbock for the Tech-UNM game.
LOBO Sports Editor
quarter last year20-16 at University Mazzone scored on a 50-yard run seriously.
The game will be broadcast
S9me people may not think it's Stadium.
and Allison on a 54-yard run.
A crowd of 42,000 is expected to Saturday at 6 .p.n:i. (MST) with
an advantage to play the eighthTo avoid a replay of last year's.
"'Offensively, I thought we
ran)ced team in the nation on the "burn," The Lobo defense will played as well as we can," Mondt be. on hand Saturday night in Mike Roberts of KOB radio doing
the play-by-play.
road this early in the season, but to have to make better showing than .said. "Our defense started out
Lobo football coach Bill Mondt, they did last weekend in the fourth shaky in Hawaii, but pulled itself
the higher the ranking of the op- quarter against Hawaii.
together and played well the first
ponent, the more he'll want to win.
The Rainbow Warriors scored 16 half. In the second half, we didn't
"The better ·a team is," Mondt ·unanswered points· in the final do a very good job. We'll definitely
said, "the more we want to win.''
quarter,agaiqst the Lobo defense.
have to play a lot better against
The series between UNM and
The Lobo offense, which chalked Tech.'' .
Texas Tech, which has grown more up a total of 431 ya~ds against
Tech coach Steve Sloan, now in
intense in the last' six years, has !fawaii, will be led by Western his third year as head 'Raider
become one of the better series in Athletic Conference Offensive mentor,.said, "The rivalry between
the Southwest in recent years.
' Player of the Week Mike Williams, us and UNM is very intense and
who picked up 187 yards last week, we're expecting a game similar to
The last year the Lobos won was and quarterback Noel Mazzone' the games we've had in the last two
in 1971 in L,ubbock, Tx. by a score who gained 83 yards on I 0 carries years."
of 13-10. Since then the Red and threw 4-of-6 passes for I 00
The Lobos will sport ori both t!J.e
Raiders have won four and tied yards and two touchdowns.$
offense; Williams, Mazzone·,
The Red Raiders, who are Preston Dennard, Ricky Martin,
once.
The Lobos were defeated in 1972 coming off a 17-7 Southwestern Tom Ryan, Don Barnes, and Chris
by 41-16, in 1973 by 41-7, tied the C?nference victory over Baylor, . Combs, and defense; Max Hud'Raiders in 1974 at 21-21 in a mem- wlfl be led by single caller Rodney speth, Marion Champan, Robert
orable game in which Lobo Allison, who last week picked up 85 Rumbaugli and Gabe Chavez.
quarterback Steve Myer drove the yards on 14 carries and picked up
Lobos to a touchdown in the clos- another 29 in the air.
ing moments of the game, were
Both Mazzone and Allison
defeated in 1975 by 24-17, and lost showed last weekend they can run
These three designers are offering a shampoo, condition, cut and
LOW AS.
style now thru September 24, 1977, for only $10.00.
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STATE FAIR SPECIAL

BILL'S HAIR DESIGN

roudly announces the addition of thre
designers to his Staff:
Chuck Perno
$10.00
Alan Stephens $10.00
Joe Lawrence Gonzales

MOPED BIKE
DEAl..ER

Frosh ·Gridders
In Scrimmage

A spirited freshman .crop of 22
players, including nine New Mexico
products will kickoff its football
season Friday night when the Wolfpups meet the Ft. Lewis College
varsity in a controlled scrimmage at
University Stadium.
Kickoff is at 8 p.m. and admission is free.
The scrimmage will be run under
complete game conditions with the
exception of the kicking game. The
ball will be spotted on the 30-yardline with each team -.given equal
opportunity to advance it.
"We're doing real well,'' said
freshman coach Reese Smith. "But
w~'rc ready for a ball game. We've
been practicing against ourselves
too long."
Smith has selected Brad Wright
to start at quarterback. Called by
Bill Mondt "tl1c Lobo quarterback
of the future," Wright__ has good

siz~ at 6-3 and graduated from the
powerful Lee High in Midland, Tx.
He is a strong passer.
Rik Moore, a 6-0, 190-poundcr·
from Pampa, Tx. will start at fullback while Jim Sayers at 5-8, 152
will play the fast-paced tailback
position. Sayers is from Austin, Tx.
Nine New Mexico players will
either start or see plenty of playing
time including three from Albuquerque. James Bell, the city player
of the year while at Albuquerque
High will start at cornerback while
Byron Waters of Sandia and Bob
Ydens of Academy will be in the
trenches at offensive tackle and
defensive tackle.
Other New. Mexico players are
Mark Venable, a· defensive end
from Hobbs, Jaime Colorado, a
defensive end from Carlsbad,
Donny Wilson a defensive tackle
from Hobbs.

ATI'ENTION SOPHOMORES!

ANa:vy Or Marine·
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!
Ci"-""

$399

Now is ,your chance - all three of these designers are Markham
Certified and experienced in European Techniques.
We will accept walk-ins, but for your convenience call and
make an appointment.

M.P .
JOE HEASTON MOTOR CO·
1410 2nd NW
247~2404
ONLY DEALER INN. MEX.
WITH OIL ENJECTOR

For Appointments Call:

881-1181

5107 Menaul N.E.
Corner of San Mateo & Menaul
:.

Bill Gentry ;~?.resents
.A Music of The Spheres Concert
.An Mternoon Of Folk Music Featuring~

from the West Coast

HA.NK&JODY
"Hank Bradley is the best fiddler west of the Mississippi" . . , Doc Watson
"Jody Stecher opened my ears to more beautiful music than anyone ever did"
.... David Bromberg

ALSO FEATURING:

The Band of Enchantment:
lst Place Bluegrass Band-1976
Santa Fe Fiddle & Banjo Contest

Sid Hausman

Boogie To:

Cosmic Charlie
"A Good Place To Make Friends"
Entertainment 7 Nights 4418 Central S.E

·

~--~~~~--~~~---------------------------------------J~
Lobos
Take 1-0 Record To Texas
,
~

Monday - Saturday
7:30- 8:30

UNCLE NASTY'S

~[p(!)[i4~~(Dmet4

Travel, adventure & career opportuni-ties
Heceive $100fmonth tax free during Junior and
Senior years
·
·
• Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
• G.o to Newport, Hhode Islandnex~summer for six
weeks lt'ainin)!; (expenses plus salary paid by the
Navy)
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
011 the UNM campus

t

When you're giving a party ...
Why not be the smarty ...
& plan a FIESTA WITH PUNCH!
Then your friends won't be r.rnv ...~
And they'll drink hale and neany ....";~.l;:;
'Cause JUAREZ is the
"BEST A THE BUNCH"!

•

GOLD OR SILVER
IMPOFlTEO & 130irLEO BV TEOlJI tAJAUSCd ,
ST, LOUIS, MO., BO PROOF

APPLICATION DEADLINE April7, 1978

720YaleNE

277-3744 or 277-3745

lst Place-17th Annual Topanga (Los Angeles)
Fiddle & Banjo Contest-1977

The Big River Boys
Award Winning Band-Bill Monroe
Bluegrass Festival-Denver, Colorado
SEPTEMBER 17, 1977; I :30 P.M.,
SANTA FE RODEO·GROUNDS, RODEO RD. Just South of
·
~
Santa.Fe
,ADMISSION: *4.00ATTHE GATE
'
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Meri Qualify; Women Compete

Music 'Trance' Tested
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Lobo Ha·rriers In Action
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By ED JOaNSON
LOBO Sports Wtiter .
.0
About 15 UNM students- have
0
...l run nearly 100 miles a week, raced·
p
·ca up the hills they call "purgatory"
Q and on Saturday they wjll try to
0
u make all that work pay off.
At 9 a.m. on the UNM North
Golf Course, the men will try to
finish in the top seven places, which
~
will earn them a trip to El Paso as
a members oftheUNM cross country
team of 1977.
" Sept. 24 the team will have its
1il'
p..
first mee"t of the season in El Paso

.,.

:s"

z

-

against th~ reigning kings of NCAA
cross country, UTEP.
"We're in pretty good shape for
this time of the year," Lobo head
coac·h Bi)l Silverberg said.
Tlte men will run three two-mile
laps, Silverberg said.
The season will begin for the
UNM women cross country team
Saturday as they compete in a dl}al
meet against the University of

Northern Colorado.
The women wm try to match
.their endurance ag<tinst a thr.ee mile
dirt road, With enough hills to make
it interesting, one-half mile east of
Wyoming and Academy at IP:30
a.m.
UNM will feature Olympian
Tecla Chemabawi and almost
Olympian, 'susie Vigil, both
juniors.

New SID Appointed
UNM Athletic Director Lavon Albuquerque Journal, had been
McDonald announced Wednesday named acting director on Aug. 22
the appointment of John Gonzales when Don McGuire was terminated
as sports information director for from the post. The new SID worked
the Lobos.
briefly for the UNM Public Infor' 'There were several well- "mation Office before bein"g named
qualified applicant~ut we felt to assist McGuire on Sept. 1, 1975.
John was best suited for the job Gonzales was made associate
· because of his experience within the director last February.
department and the job he's don_e
for us during the past two years,"
McDonald said.
Gonzales, a former staffer for :
United Press International and the

·~

'~~

_,.

CLOSE-OUTS
AND SELECT
IRREGULARS
PLUS SPECIAL BUYS EV!RYDAY

Appointed SID
Johnny Gonzales

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students UNM

Subscription sale on the
Cultural Entertainment and
Celebrity Series -- Total of
15 major professional events
.
will end Wednesday, September 21.
Thereafter single event sales only,
3 weeks before each program.
Subscribe and save 75 %
For Information Tel. 277-3121

Around The WAC

Across from UNM
<

~

This Week's Special Buys
Dress T-Shirts w/Pocket ..•.........•...... s2.50 Reg. ss.so
Short Sleeve Shirts •.....•......••......... "; s4.00 Reg. s12
Denim Jackets .••................•.....•.. s4.50 Reg. s12
.Levis Jeans •......... " ..••..••.... _. .. ~ ..•.•...... sa.95
Fact.lrreg.

Many More Good BuysCheck Us Out

--z

variations of the original rymthic pattern or
"melody."
.
The sound of the drum, Ehrlich said, is in three
layers, each conceived of as a "voice" which may call
forth or accompany an image.
·
The emphasis of the work is on the possibility of a
change or shift in consciousness at any given moment·
rather than at a specific point in the piece's progression, Ehrlich said.
·
Sublette said that future programs in the series will
include three radio/theater interfaces, in which
'performers will broadcast live from the Vortex
Theater and KUNM studios simultaneously.
The ultimate product of these combined efforts will
be heard exclusively by KUNM listeners, he said.
Additional support for the Vortex Theater projects
will be provided by The Stereo Den, he added.
Sublettle composed the first interface which he
described as having two parts, the second part being
the first part performed backward.
In describing what he meant by backward, Sublette
sang out in a loud voice some strange syllables,'
sounding very much like a record player in reverse.

Director Weighs
Afternoon Football
Director of Athletics, Lavon
McDonald, said Thursday the
At_hletics Department is considering afternoon football games for
the season next year.
"Changing football kick-off
time from Saturday, 7:30p.m., to
4:30 p.m. means less conflict of
interest to the fans, since games
would be over by 7,'-' McDonald
said. "We wouldn't be figh1ing
the evening football TV aud~ence
or fans who wish to see evening
high school football games."
Out-of-town visitors could get
home that night, and townspeople
would still have Saturday evening

!lfterfor entertainment. AI o
noon temperatures are warmer
and more comfortable, for
players and spectators, he said. _
McDonald would anticipate
bigger attendance from the
change. "It's a compromise that
will enable more fans to see the
games. Texas A&M tried the
afternoon scheduled games," he
said, "and has had record attendance for football this year."
"We would like the students to
help in the evaluation and would
appreciate comments regarding
the change in game time,"
McDonald said.
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(cont. on pnge 121

Save on stereo today. Our nationwide volume buying and selling
power brings you true discount prices during this once-a-year
event. You'll save money on stereo at Custom Hi·Fi, America's
largest stereo discount centers. Hurry in, quantities limited on
·
some items.
WE'RE BURNING UP PRICES EVERYWHERE!

San Diego State at Arizona
Northwestern at Arizona State
Colorado State .at Hawaii
New Mexico at Texas Tech
TEXAS-EL PASO at WYOM lNG
Utah at Oklahoma

ADVE\T

10 OCTAVE SYSTEM
HEARALL100CTAVES
INCLUDING THE DEEPEST BASS
• 2 SMALLER ADVEN'T
SPEAKERS
• JVC- JRS/100
STEREO RECEIVER
, ,. JVC TURNTABLE

belt-drive, auto-off
w/SHURE HI·TFiACK
CARTRIDGE

onty$499

J

:I·'
1.1

.---------S_TD__,RE HOURS: THURS. 10-8, FRI. &SAT. 10r:-·-=-G- - - - - - - ,
SUPER RECEIVERS
••"'

• THE SUPER SYSTEMS
Legendary System #1

SANY02100K
Features like C<!ltbrated ~olume control. a]ld ~igraL .......
' 'str!irigtn'tiinirig meter puis state-of-the-art technology right in your home. At Custom Hi Fi's Custom
pri~e of.. .
-=~·
!!!=~!!!!!!!i---

Pioneer's SX-450 receivers after
flexibility and performance rivaling
many higher priced units. The
B.I.C. 920 belt-drive turntable and
the new ECI Prafi)e 600 speakers
provide years of enjoyment at
Custom Hi Fi's low, low prices.

~sAN!169 -~~J~?2·fF
...,,..,; . , t

-_. ""'-.,.
.... .;., ..

I

PIONEER SX750
•
The receiver for today! Features and power a-plenty
and Pioneer's reputation for solid dependability.

c::;j2gg~

7-

Si#fe~ •

CALIFORNIA
FASHION OUTLET

"'

"<%

to

RUGBY: The UNM rugby team will play Farmington Saturday at 12:30
p.m. at the Albuquerque Sports Stadium. The Albuquerque Aardvarks,
and Socorro are also scheduled to play.
TENNIS: The UNM men's and women's tennis team will be in action
Friday and Saturday as they host a round-robin tourney with New Mexico
State, the University of Mexico, and the Duke City All-Stars.
VOLLEYBALL: The UNM women's volleyball team, coming off an
.exciting victory over Eastern New Mexico Wednesday night at West Mesa
High School, will play Kirtland Air Force Base Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym.
The women spikers were down one game to two with scores of 7-15, 153, and 1-15 before they battled back to win the last two game 15-13 and 1513.

LAST CALL

THE LATEST FASHION IN CASUAL WEAR FOR GUYS & GALS

·-

LOBO PREY

Popejoy Hall

2318 CENTRAL SE

Let's hope this weekend the Lobos don't get a set of Hawaiian
officials for their gaine with Texas Tech. In the same regard, sympathy is in store for Colorado State who might have to go through the
same consequences the Lobos did last weekend in Hawaii.
In viewing the films of the Lobo-Rainbow Warrior game, the many
inconsistencies of the Hawaiian officiating crew were clearly evident.
On the first Hawaiian possession, UH quarterback Jeff Duva
handed the ball off to his. fullback. The Hawaii fullback then hand-ed
the ball off to the split end. At this point in the play, the line judge
threw his penalty flag for an apparent offensive holding call.
With the ball in the hands o( the Hawaii split end, the Warrior
receiver heaved a 30-yard pass to one of his teammates. The pass was
complete and the receiver was knocked out of bounds by a Lobo
defender.
Upon seeing the successful outc.ome of the play, the Hawaiian
the site of the infraction, while all eyes
official gingerly crept back
were do'Nnfield, and picked up the yellow flag and tucked it back in
his pocket.
With "officiating like this, it is a wonder the Lobos left the island
with a win.
In the second half, the Hawaiian officiating crew pulled another
good one on the Lobo defense.
The Rainbow Warriors were threatening to score. They had the ball
on the Lobo three-yard line. Duva went with an up the middle play to
fullback Wilbert Haslip. Has!ip was hit right in the numbers and
coughed up the ball into the hands of Lobos safety Max Hudspeth.
With Lobo teammates around him and nothing but 100 yards of
astroturf in site, Hudspeth galloped the distance of the field for an
apparent Lobo score.
The )ine judge threw his yellow handkerchief, while Hudspeth was
10 yards down the field, and accused the left side of the Lobo defensive
line for being offsides. On the next play, Hawaii scored.
Let's hope, now that Hawaii is joining the WAC, that conference
officials are working the games.
"

By CURTIS LEE
LOBO Staff Writer
Trance Music, a free flow of continuous drumming
played to a pre-recorded tape, will be presented
tonight by .Tom Ehrlich live from the KUNM studios
beginnin~ at 8.
It is the first in a series of I 8 programs into the
experimental use of radio as an art medium, funded in
part by a $43,388 grant from the New Mexico Arts
Commission and the National Endowment for the
Arts.
Ned Sublette, . the, director of the series (Radio
Performance Project 1977) said tonight's premiere
and exactly what will happen lies with the creativity of
the artist.
"The performance tonigilt, like the entire series is
audio art," Sublette said, designed to generate a visual
image within the mind of the listener through sound.
Sublette said that Ehrl!ch, at a·drum concert at The
Harwood Foundation in Taos on Aug. 6 provided
some insight into what "trance" drumming is.
Ehrlich described it as a continuous piece of consisting of three sections, an introductiqn, main body, and
finale, each with many sub-sections that are subtle
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TURNTABLES

The Onkyo TX 2500 AM/FM receiver sets the pace
for a great stereo deal. Guaranteed great specs and
power to drive ECI's new Profile 640 speaker
systems with ease. The great Sanyo 1020 direct
drive turntable completes this superb system.

1

AMPEX 801
Great sound, great
price. 'Nul said. You
can't afford to wait!
Closeout
Priced

597

S149

ECI1556W
6 speaker system
with the handling
power for juS1 about
any type of music. Closeout Priced
A great in-dash
AM/FM cassette with
recorder. Build your
cassette library while
your drive.

only 830.58 mo.

DUAL 1241
Brand new for 1978! Famed
Dual precision and gimbelmounted tone arm. Complete
with base. AT-910 cartridge
and dust cover.

Legendary System #3

S199

J.J.L. 604N In-dash AM/FM stereo cassette unit. great price •••
PIONEER
tn·dash AM /FM
TP6001
stereo 8 track with automatic and manual
program changing.

r_

SANYO BELT DRIVE
• J;,
•
The. turntable the oth. ers wish
~-~ ••
they could deliver at any
• .:__.
- '
price. But at $79 unmatched ;...
•· ~by anything else.
.
r----..--.
.
with base and dustcover.
TP626 .
•
.

s79

MARANTZ 6150
·
Direct·drive manualturnta.ble_
with base and dust cover.

!~

@PIONEER

:_'+'\~, ,_,., ....,.... ~· 8

·'

_

s7995 f·
S1888

Legendary System #2

__,..

.

.

i

The new ECl models are here! And we've got these
1977 models ready for you at lantaslic savings. Great
sound, unbelievable prices.
..,..:.-; ;;_-~
1253W
.
. . ®-~·'
Thebig12"woofer
--~ ,
delivers choice bass Closeout Priced . --~
response. 3-way
P.lS~-.•, • .
spe?ker with walnut
\\.- JJJ\; ·
cab met.
··,·...,.,_.I
~ .·

only 824.83 mo.

MARANTZ 2265
I '· "' ,,
The name you know and.trust with performance and
features which make listening to great stereo the
most carefree part of )'bur leisure hours.

8

397

·8

~~-.

ECI SPEAKER CLOSEOUT

............~. S179 •

=:]
1

..

•

_

S7

only 840.85 mo.

.. :::::.
....•

199

f
SANY08400
.
The ultimate for the
MlvM
.
·
enthusiast who wants
•
I-,- I
.SANVO
to record both cassette and
8-track t~pes for total
D. OKORDER 7?00
sound enJOYment. You
can even record
~.,;::;.4':1' Reel-to-reel recorder
"live". Fantastic.
~!J
-3-head, three motor
deck. long lasting
molybedum permalloy
heads.

-

,

,

I

,

:J? :

~rtS299~

soos.menQul NE

$199

YOUR CHOICE:- Scotch Classic or
Chrome c~sselle tapes. 90 min. Stock up I

l

RECOTON TAPE HEAD
DEMAGNITIZER
If you have atape r~corder, you need this. Save now!

79
sgg
8

•

8

ea.

BASF STUDIO 90 Ferric-oxide cas$199
selte, great sound at closeout prices. 90 min.

ea.
S1 29 ea.

SHAMROCK 041- reel-to-reel
tape. Real savings. 1800'
SENNHEISER HD400 Open air
design makes private listening, no
sweat!
PIONEER SE 500- high-polymer
drivers give unparalleled clarity in headphones

;I~

Ask about our
loW -II'IOI""'i.ttdlly payments and
Interest-free layaway!

262-0858

/
-
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Rates: 15c pet woid pet day, Jl minimum.
5 ot mote consecutive days,
9c pet wotd pet day
(no tefunds If canceled bef0 te 5 Insertions).

Classifieds
PERSONALS

..E!;o

'(il Tne BUZZARD BOOGIE BAND is at the Friars Pub

0

this wee)(. Country rock music. 9/16
PA$SPORT, IMMIGRATION I.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing.' Call 265-2444 or
come to ! 717 Girard NE. 9/30
,.,:; 'ACCT,JRATE INFORMATION ABOUT conS: traccptlon, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.()171. 1213
•
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY.· Christine Jensen.
Donation, 242-7613. 9/16
~Q Arlen Asher Jazz Quarlet every Friday, 5:30 to 7:30
ro
p,m-at NED'S! 9/16
fl. Scholarships for graduate study abroad. Fulbright
awards, minority grants, other fellowships, Information & applications at Office of Jnternalional
Programs, 1717 RolnaNE. 9/16
NICK: You're not going to believe this, but I already
had a lerm paper to write and couldn't make It last
night. But 1 got a pizza delivered from-Carrara's
and thought ofyouwllh every bile. MARY. 9/16
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LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277·5907. fs
LOST 9/14, HEWLETT PACKARD 67 calculator.
Reward will be given forlts return, Contact Marron
Hall, Rm, 105. 9/21
LOST: Brown wallet, Sladium/Maion cpncert. 2772778, 9/19
POUND Sept. 10; grey white tabby, SOO block
Girard. Call Blair, 265-3094 or Pat, 262·
0591. 9/19

3.

TY.PlNG: MA, English, on.campus. 296-8564, fs
WILL TUTOR: Spanish, E1iglisll, composition. 2431073. 9/.16
•TYPING, 1st quality, 883·7187. LOlli
PRIVATE SPANISH LESSONS. Certified teacher
· with M.A. All levels. 266-0357. 9/16
EX\'ERIENCED TYPIST; legal, manuscripts, medical, statistical, general. Call266-4770. 9/16
CLASSICAL GUITAR L.ESSONS. Guitar pedagogy
major, 8 years 'e~perience, 255-1842 9/20
·
AIKIDO CLASSES. Sandia Judo Clubs, Saturday
9:00-10:30 a.m., Sunday 11:00-12 noon, Cal! 2554629. 9/16
SERVE in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 277•
.
·
·
5907. fs
WAKE UP CALI..S made day or night. For a 5·day
week, $5.00' monthly; 7-day week, $6.00 monthly,
243-2368. 9/16
VOLVO REPAIR. Reasonable, good, guaranteed.
Call Mike, 247-9083 eves. 9/19 .
PAPERS TYPED on campus. 296·3138. 9/19
BIORHYTHM CHARTS: 1 year/$! ,00; include
S.A.S.E., birthdpte; P.O. Box 26S44, Albuquerque, N.M. 87125 9/20
NEED HELP WITH PAPERS7 Revision, editing,
typing.281-3001. 9/20
RESERVED PARKlr'IG SPACES for rent at Princeton and Central, S.E. $10 per month. Call Vernon
Patterson-255·6218. 9/29
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKS HOP and Photography
Gallery is V. block from Johnsoq Gynt on Cornell.
Special orderservlce. 9/19

4. HOUSING

SERVICES

QA TYPiNG SERVICE, A complete typing and
edi!orlal system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholaslic, Charts & tables.~45-2125. 10/15
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn

• • •

T~tmas cash In advc.nc•,
Dec.dllnes 12 noon for next day'a paper

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share2 bedroom apartment, $85.00 monthly plus phone &
'groceries. Cali298-13S3. 9/16
ROOM FOR RENT, Pour bedroom house, w~hcr,
air, yard. Near campus. 256·7285. $95.00 monthly, 9/16

Music Trance Tested
(cont. from pogo 111

"That was 'On Top of Old Smokey' sung backward,'' he said.
These three experimantal programs will be aired on
consecutive nights beginning Sept. 22 at 8 p.m.,
Sublette said. Tickets are available for the live production each night at the Vortex Theater for $2.50.
KUNM Manager Paul Mansfield said the series is a
"bizarre" experimental use of radio as an art medium.
Mansfield said that less than 4 per cent of all radio
stations on the air today have "an extensive freedom
to experiment with the medium, t,o test new ground,
and to present unique material. That is what this series
is about.,
Some of the other programs which will air on
various nights through November l include:
An audio artwork involving a news presentation;
T'ape manipulations of organ pipes, harps, electric
guitar, and wind instruments;
· And even some old-time music.
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D1slr. by Untted Feature SYndtcate, Inc.

N.ICE comforta\Jle bedroom with usc of kitchen and
living room. $100.00/month, 242-1046 we~kdays,
9·5 for appointment to see, 9/16
MALE STUDENT wants to share apartment im·
mediately. 842-8563, 9/19
UTILITIES PAID. Green yard, cleaner 1-bd., nicely
furnished, $135.0\l. 262-)751, Valley Rentals,
$30.00 fcc. 9/19
•
$120,00. 1-bd., UNM area, Air~ patio. 262-1751,
Valley Rentals, $30,00 fee, 9/19
·
2 BDR. House. Air conditioned, fenced for kids &
pet. $160:'\)0. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee, 9/19
MINUTES TO UNM. 1-bd., bills included, $75.00.
No lease. 262,!751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 9/19
ALL DILLS PAID. $90.00, 1-bd., lots of dass. 2621751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee. · 9/19,
EFFICIENCY FOR ~ENT: Furnished I block from'
university. $125.00/month, utilities paic;l, Call255.
1676 9120
CHARMING CARRIAGE HOUSE. Studio apartment, private patio, Wood-burning stove, $159.00
winter, $149.00 summer; including utilities. Downtown area. Phone 842-0233 after 6 p.m. 9120
2 BEDROOM APT. Unfurnished, $150,00 plus
utilities, 266-5179 3·6 p.m. 9/21
LOOKING for I woman to share 4 bdrm. house w/2
other women. Own bcdrm .. bath. study & nrcplace, pool; large & comforlable. $117.00 & 1/; util.
2 mi. from U. 266-9415 eves. 9/21

5.

7.

TRAVEL

CAR POOL TO
6. 9/16
.

SC~IOOL! lTC, 265-9860 12- ....

CHRISTMAS FLIOHTS?? THINK now, fly later.
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre.
255-6830 12-6. 9/16

.8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR, i1ake sale, lunch, De~
market, Satur~ay Sepl. 17 1 9;30·5:30. Central
Methodist Church, 215 PineNE. 9/16
ATHEIST CI.,UD'S organization meeting, Seplember
20th, 7.9 p.m., SUB ?.SO-E. 9/20

'

A~SENTEE BALLOTS
Availa.ble in The Student
Government Office (SUB 242)
from Sue Pickett ti II
Thur~day·the 20th at 4:30

FORSALE

Owner transferred. Hav~ to sell brand new Kirby Red
Classic lll. Less than 2 months old, new guarantee.
268-4393. 9120
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/15
Singer sewing machines left in lnyaway, Several
Singers, Whites, etc. Equipped to buttonhole and
zigzag. Balance of $19.77 and take machine. 2665871 9120
Pioneer repossessed stereo, Complete stereo system,
full-sized turntable, big speakers, big AM/FM
stereo tape player. Assume payments of$7.82 per
mo. 266-5872. 9120
NEW Sony Trinalron, unclaimed in layaway. Color
TV, brand new guarantee, no down payment. $7.75
per month till balance Is paid off. 268-4394. 9/20
SKATEBOARD SALE.'Dennen's, Trackers, Simms,
G & S, 250/o off complele boards; IS% off parts.
Tennishop, 2901 Indian School Road NE, 262'1691. 9/20
HP 25, $100.00. Includes 2 chargers, owner's hand·
book, programming handbook, case1 programming
blanks pad. 881-5071. 9/16
ORETCH HOLLOWDODY .GUITAR. Vintage, for
only $250.00. Call Victor, 255-8295, 9/20
HONDA CR ELSINORE 125M·MX, $350.00. Call
Steve, 277-5285. 9/20
BAUSCH & LOMB Binocular microscope, 5x and
'lOx wide' field eyepieces; lOx, 43x and 93x. Oil
objective lens, micro Singe, light box with con•
denser, excellent shape. S42S.oo, Wilson Camera,
3107.Ccntral NE. 9/19
KAYAK. Like new. Unused wfsplash cover &
Klepper paddle. $225.00. 268·1714 evenings. 9/21
ROSSINONOL STRATOFLEX !90's, $SS,OO. 2!1:
years old, used I season. Very good condition, must
see to appreciate. Call I..ouis, 266·8196. 9/22
SIZE 9'1: Vnsque men's hiking boots. Used once.
$25.00.277-3919. 9119 .
MOVING SALE: Bcdframe, rolla way bell, dinette &
more. Call881·1341 after 5:30p.m. 9116
1967V.W. DUG, 69,000 mi. Looks good & runs great.
AM/FM 8-track. $700.00. Dave, 883·8196. 9122
1970 MALIBU red convertible. All power. Boat. 14
ft. 1 65 H.P. Mercury, Kawasaki 500. 7,00 miles.
New engine. Call UHbarri after S, 256·3258. 9122

6.

Crossword Puzzler
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ATIRACTIVE MODELS NEEOED; pose nude for
publication. For more Information, please call242·
6477, aflernoons only. Ask. for Ann.a Claire 9/20
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED, Must have small
car. Part time, full time. Carrara's Pizza, 1068
Cornell SE. 268-2300, 9/16
INSTRUCTORS WANTED for YWCA. $3.00/hr. to
teach yoga, gymnastics, belly dance, harmonica,
recorder, shorthand, self-<lefense, basketry, crochet
& knitling, tap dancing, etc. 247-8841, 9/21
HELP WANTED-part time Jegal errand runner,
·Approx. 6 hours·~ day. Female studenrwith car and
typing experience preferred. Call Mr. Honan 2621661. 9/22
INTERVIEWERS. Part timework; opinion research,
no soliqitin$, no selling, We trnin. FJ'exible hours.
Apply in person from 8 to 5, 251 Wyoming N.E.
Markcling Services of New Mexico. 9/16

P'QLLWORKERS
Meeti.ng Monday the 19th
in SUB 2500 at 7:00pm
All interested please attend

ALL
LEVI'S

.,

Now

S115.o

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Onega 233. ~775907. fs
•
PARTTIME JOB: Sales, flexible h~urs, good pay.
Possible full-time during breaks. Call: Phil Fran·
czyk, C.L.U., 292·2830. 9/30
PART TIME: men & women sale1 clerks- stockin~t.
Must be over 21 years old. Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, SSI6
Menaul Blvd., NE&S704 Lomas NE.
10/6
COCKTAIL WAITRESS: Top pay, commissions,
tips. Apply Cal, 5001 Lomas NE. after 9:30
pm. 9/16
DOOR, floor personnel for niteclub. Good wages,
working conditklns. See Cal, 5001 Lomas Nil, after
9:30pm. 9/1.6
NEED FOUR PEOPLE part time. $400.00 per
month. For appt. call 881-4.585, I p.m. • 3 p.m.
only. 9/16
•

lobo
tnens
'

shop
2120 Central S.E. • 243-69

You Can Take It
With You
This Superscope is everything you've wanted
in a portable stereo cassette system for
listening at home or on the go. The
Superscope CS-200, ·without the e:<fernal
spe6kers, comes with' a leatherette carrying
case for $152.
·

The Sound Ideas listening rooms are
open Monday arid Thursday even·
ings until 8:00 pm, and other days
until 6:00 pm, closed Sunday;

$189 with attache carrying c:ase

Sounolneas
1624 Eubank NE,

292·1188

'

'

